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Coronavirus NOTICE
We hope this newsletter finds you all in good shape and prepared for whatever the
future brings. Here is our plan for the business. We will remain open on a limited

basis for now.
Of course, this thing is changing rapidly, so when you read this, everything could be
different. I’m not sure if we are an essential or non-essential business. We do have
customers like constables, security guards, first responders, etc. that need our product
and gunsmithing services. To me, that is essential. So for now, we will continue with our
normal hours. We are suspending our training for now. We will handle any on-line
purchases and transfers, along with new sales. However, we ask anyone that is sick to
stay home! Please limit your visit to essential business.
We sanitize the shop surfaces and entries, steps, handrails, etc. several times a day to
protect us and you, our customers. We are limiting the amount of people in the shop to
no more than 4 at one time. Our next step may be “appointment ony”.

SPECIAL HOME DEFENSE PACKAGE
Most of you have something like this already, but you may know a friend or relative that
may need this. (We have only four of these packages available.)

H&R Pardner pump 12 ga, ghost
Ring sights, 2 bxs Remington 00
Reduced recoil Buckshot, 1 bx
Centurian Buck and Ball, 2 bxs
Estate #7.5 birdshot

$209.00

SHOTGUNS FOR HOME DEFENSE
By Dave Spaulding (From Guns & Ammo)
I remain a staunch advocate of the 12-gauge shotgun for defense--home or otherwise. While it is true that the 5.56mm carbine has
made great inroads in the American law enforcement community, few agencies that adopt or approve this weapons system scrap
the traditional police scattergun. There is a very good reason for this. The shotgun is incredibly effective.
If there is one handheld weapon that is more likely than others to offer a one-shot stop of a hostile opponent, it would be "the
gauge" or "12 banger" as it is known on the street. During my almost three decades in law enforcement, I spent seven years
working in the county jail. While I hated every minute of it, I now realize that it was educational because it allowed me to spend
time around my potential adversary.
One of the things I heard over and over from prisoners was their respect for and fear of the shotgun. One inmate who was
incarcerated for murder and drug-trafficking charges told me "A determined man with a 'gauge' should not be messed with. That
gun can cut you in half!"
Okay, so the gun won't actually cut you in half, but in a situation where a potentially hostile individual has forcibly entered your
home and you have confronted him in an effort to protect your family members from death or serious physical injury, you need to
stop the attack quickly and decisively. In my opinion, there's no gun that can do this with greater effectiveness than the 12-gauge
shotgun.
I use a Remington 870 Express pump that I bought at Wal-Mart. Many will ask why I use a "budget" gun for this purpose while, as
a gun writer, I certainly have access to a wide variety of guns. The answer is that the 870 Express is all I need.
I have long subscribed to what I call the SIG principle- Simple Is Good. If I can meet my needs without superfluous extras that cost
more money--great! The 870 Express is a four-shot, pump gun with an 18-inch barrel and synthetic stock and fore-end that is
reliable in the extreme. The only additions that I have made to the gun is an XS Sight tritium dot front sight (which I glued over the
factory bead using J.B. Weld) and a piece of Weaver rail that I screwed and glued under the front edge of the fore-end. This allows
me to slide an Insight Technology M3 light onto the gun.
For those who want a gun that is a bit more advanced, I would look at the guns that are designed for law enforcement and military
operations. Guns designed for this purpose are perfect choices for any defensive function.
The Remington 870 and 11-87 Police guns are two of my favorites. The 870 is a street-proven design that has saved the lives of
police officers and military personnel the world over. The 11-87 is a semiauto 12 gauge that has a gas system that's tweaked for
defensive/law enforcement loads. The Remington guns come with a variety of sights (bead, rifled or ghost ring), magazine
capacities and other related accessories.
Mossberg also has a law enforcement/military line that is built around its pump-action 500 and 590 series. These guns are well built
and will stand up to rough use. Like the Remington models, guns from Mossberg are also available with a selection of sights and
other accessories, as well as that wonderful tang-mounted safety that will meet the needs of most anyone interested in home
defense.
For those who prefer a semi-auto due to its simplicity while shooting (pressing the trigger versus pumping the action and pressing
the trigger), the place to look is Benelli USA. Its Special Purpose series of both pump and semi-auto shotguns is quite impressive.
The Nova series is a bit more economically priced than the Tactical series, but both offer a level of reliability that you can bet your
life on. As with the others, Benelli offers a full line of accessories and features for its guns. I must admit to a bias toward the M2
Tactical with ghost-ring sights. I used this gun while I was on SWAT, and it never failed to fire--which is pretty darned important.
One piece of advice I'd give anyone in the market for a home-defense gun. I strongly recommend against picking a shotgun that
has only a pistol grip and no buttstock. While the compactness of these guns appears to be an attractive asset, the guns are hard to
shoot accurately and quickly.
Remember, it is very possible to miss the first shot--even at home-defense distances with a shotgun--under the stress of a fight, so
a fast followup shot may be needed. A buttstock will make second and third shots much more accurate. And besides, shooting a 12
gauge outfitted with only a pistol grip really hurts. Quite distracting.

Regardless of what gun you select, make sure that it functions with total reliability. Jeff Cooper's admonitions regarding semi-auto
pistols certainly applies to shotguns as well good sights, good trigger (yes, it is possible to get a bad trigger on a shotgun) and total
reliability are essential.
While the pump-action gun will work quite well with most any load, the semi-auto is a bit more finicky. Police-grade semi-auto
shotguns are designed to work with ammo that is intended for defensive purposes.
All of the major manufacturers make ammo that is directed to the law enforcement market, and these are the loads to buy when
thinking about home defense. Most are designed to shoot tight patterns from cylinder-bore or improved-cylinder barrels. They also
feature reduced recoil, which makes them easier to shoot and less abusive on the shooter.
My preference is the 12-gauge 00 buck load from Hornady because I've found it shoots tight patterns regardless of the guns I shoot
it from. This being said, the reduced-recoil loads from Federal, Winchester and Remington are also quite good. For those using a
pump gun, the eight-pellet 00 buck load from Remington is exceptional.
What about slugs for home defense? Many are concerned about the over-penetration potential of a projectile that is weighed in
ounces instead of grains. At one time I would have recommended against slugs, but I've had a lot of conversations with wildlife
conservation officers across the Midwest who investigate accidental shootings during hunting season. They tell me that shotgun
slugs don't over-penetrate the human torso like many think. Quite often, these soft lead slugs flatten out and stay in the body or
are found just beyond the body--not always, mind you, but more often than many think.
Anti-personnel, hollowpoint slugs made for the military and police communities are an excellent choice for home defense and are
proven man-stoppers in a large number of actual shooting incidents.
Preparing for home-defense situations on the range with the shotgun is similar to the training that police cadets undergo in the
basic academy. The first thing the homeowner needs to do is make sure he or she fully understands how the selected shotgun
works.
It's critical to know how to load, unload, speed load and "top off" the gun. Practice using dummy loads—non-firing replicas of 12gauge ammo--that can be purchased at most any gun store or sporting goods establishment that sells hunting equipment. These
inert cartridges allow you to practice with the gun without fear of inadvertently firing the gun.
Live-fire practice should reinforce good shooting fundamentals. I like to start out with single shots from both the high and low ready
positions as well as the "indoor ready" position, which is an extremely compressed position that points the gun's muzzle at the
ground to the side of the support-side foot. Practice bringing the gun quickly on the target without overtraveling, which would make
the shot go too high.
Once single shots are mastered, I move on to multiple shots, working on recoil control, trigger reset and target accuracy. A simple
trick to timing the pump action with the trigger action is to think of the forward hand and trigger finger as working together on the
same piece of string. When the trigger is pressed, the pump action also moves to the rear. As the trigger goes forward, so does the
pump.
While it is impossible to perform these actions at exactly the same time, the symmetry of the two actions together can create a
quite effective shooting rhythm that allows the shooter to work the gun fast. This drill will also help you avoid the most common
malfunction with a pump gun the "short stroke" in which the pump action is not fully cycled forward and back.
Pull the shotgun tight into the shoulder, and press your cheek firmly to the stock. The strong hand shoots the gun while the support
hand holds the gun up, and working the action is necessary. Forewarned is forearmed Make sure that you keep the shooting-hand
thumb straight down, as it could possibly strike you in the nose when the gun recoils.
I have quit using the word "stance" when referring to how one stands when shooting; I now use the phrase "body position," as this
is far more important to effective combat shooting than the position of one's feet. The important thing, whether shooting a
handgun, shotgun or rifle, is to keep the shoulders over the toes in order to control recoil for fast follow-up shots.
You can use birdshot to practice with your shotgun, if your gun is a pump. Less expensive and lighter-recoiling loads may not cycle
the action of your semi-auto. You'll have to do some testing.
Practicing with slugs will require the use of slugs, as there is no substitute for these. Using a less expensive, lighter-recoiling
practice load will allow you to practice more often, which is always a good thing when it comes to one's personal defense.

Additional things to practice are shooting at multiple targets, working around cover including the classic "slicing the pie" drill and
shooting while moving.
You also want to be sure to pattern your gun with your chosen defense load. Each gun will pattern differently with different brands
and loads of ammo. Know what this pellet spread will be before you must shoot at someone in your home.
Last but not least, practice clearing your own home with your unloaded shotgun. Do this in both daylight and at night. Know what
to expect before the unthinkable happens. The brain does not know the difference between a dry run and the real thing, with the
exception of the "fight or flight" chemicals crashing into your system.
Being able to clear your home without having to figure out the best way to do it may be the difference between life and death.
Right now, someone out there is preparing to invade someone's home. You should prepare also, in the event that that home is
yours.

WE ARE NOT LISTING ALL OUR IN-STORE GUNS HERE IN THE NEWSLETTER
ANYMORE. PLEASE GO TO OUR WEBSITE AND OPEN OUR ON-LINE CATALOG,
LOOKING AT “IN-STORE GUNS”. THIS LIST WILL BE UP TO DATE. IT IS
CORRECTED EVERY DAY. THE WEBSITE ADDRESS IS LISTED AT THE END OF THIS
LETTER.

TWO GREAT COYOTE GUNS ON SALE-

The top one is a Thompson-Center Compass in .22-250 w/ a Nikko-Sterling 4-12 x 50mm
scope- Normally $429.00- Sale, $399.00
The bottom one is a Savage Axis XP in .223, w/ a Bushnell 3-9 x 40mm scopeNormally $339.00- Sale-

SOLD

ACCESSORY REDUCTION SALE
All in-stock accessories (except Sticky Holsters) on sale- Take 30% off in-stock itemsincluding cleaning gear, guncases, magazines, scopes, red-dots, AR parts, slings, etc.

Visit our on-line catalog for daily updates to our new and used guns-

http://Store.ChrisZieglerStudio.com
PLEASE NOTE- IF YOU HAVE AN OLD FIREARM THAT YOU NO LONGER USE, WE CAN SELL IT FOR YOU ON CONSIGNMENT. WE
ALSO CONSIDER TRADES. WE ALSO BUY ESTATES.

For lots of additional guns, visit Gallery of Guns website. We are a Gold Dealer with them, and
can have any handguns here in two days, long guns are three days. You also get their Lifetime
Replacement Warranty (for instance, Glock has only a 1 yr. warranty). Check out the details
online.
We are available for gun transfers. A lot of websites on the internet already have our FFL on
file. If you need a gun shipped in from a dealer that does not have our information, just give
us their email or FAX and we will send them a copy of our FFL.
We also will package and ship your firearms.

INTRODUCTION TO PERSONAL AND HOME DEFENSE FIREARMS CLASS
This class is conducted here at our store. Whether you have experience with firearms, or are just
considering buying one for protection, this class will give you the basics that will help you make an
informed decision. You will receive hands-on training with different types of firearms (handguns and
shotguns), using lasers and dummy rounds instead of live ammo. The different types of holsters will be
covered. Safety rules will be stressed, Instruction covering loading and unloading, proper grip, proper
sight picture will be part of the training. The class will take about 2 hrs, and you will get a manual and a
personal pepper spray at the end of the class. We also discuss current concealed carry laws and PA
state Castle Doctrine and Stand Your Ground laws. We stress layers of protection, with the firearm used
as a last resort.

The cost is $45.00 per person. Class times are at 6:30 PM during the week, and Saturday at
4:30 PM. Call for reservations.
Contact us:
Charlie Miller 610-779-5617
100 Heidelberg Ave, Reading Pa. 19606
Charlie Miller email- cmiller60@verizon.net
Like us on Facebook

ChrisZieglerStudio

www.ChrisZieglerStudio.com
Online gun catalog- http://Store.ChrisZieglerStudio.com
Website-

